
RC-CSV Import Suite Extension Full License Text
End User License Agreement

1. Purpose

These terms and conditions (these "Terms") are applicable to the use of the "RC-CSV 
Import Suite" and "Configure Product Import Schedule & Import Product Attributes" 
features in the code provided, and these Terms contain the contractual terms and 
conditions and procedures of use and the rights and obligations, responsibilities and 
other requirements between Rain Creatives and the plugin or plugin code user(the 
"User").

2. Definitions

The terms used in these Terms have the following meanings, and interpretation of the
terms that are not defined in these Terms have the definitions under the relevant laws
and regulations and as prescribed in notices.

a. Extension : RC-CSV Import Suite Extension, which is software released by Rain 
Creatives to users for use in their Magento 2.x online/offline stores.

b. Magento 2.x online/offline stores : A program which the User creates/hosts/uses 
using the Magento 2.x(Adobe Commerce) Open Source Edition.

c. Web Site : An Internet website operated by Rain Creatives or Magento Marketplace 
(Adobe Commerce)  for the purpose of distributing the extension or extension’s code 
and providing the user guide and other information necessary for the use of the 
extension or extension’s code.

d. User : A person who agree to these Terms and develops, deploys, manages and 
operates Magento 2.x(Adobe Commerce) & in there installs, deploys, manages  Rain 
Creatives’s  RC-CSV Import Suite Extension or extension’s code.

e. App. Market : Users can register mobile applications developed by Apple's App 
Store, Google's Android Market is a market for mobile.

f. Rain Creatives : Rain Creatives is a proprietorship firm with a valid GST number in 
India.

3. Effect and Modification of Terms

a. These Terms will first take effect when the User on this website chooses "Agree;" 
provided, however, that these Terms will no longer be effective from the time Rain 
Creatives withdraws the execution of these Terms upon the User's consent.



b. Rain Creatives will post these terms as a permanent menu item at the website 
screen so that the Users will have ready access to the contents of these Terms.

c. These Terms will become valid when the User chooses "Agree" and the "Rain 
Creatives" gives its approval.

4. Rights and Obligations

a. If the User does not comply with these Terms, the license policy or the user guide, 
etc., Rain Creatives may restrict or cease the use of or access to the Extension or 
extension’s code.

b. Rain Creatives may discontinue providing the Extension or extension’s code on a 
temporary basis without notice, due to unavoidable circumstances such emergency 
system maintenance, expansion or replacement, etc. In addition, Rain Creatives may 
discontinue providing all or part of the currently provided Extension or extension’s 
code for reasons that Rain Creatives deems appropriate.

c. For our Extension or extension’s code, we don't allow your modification , processing
without written explict concent of Rain Creatives.

With the redistribution , you cannot redistribute the Extension or extension’s code. 
Redistibution is strictly prohibited. Legal actions along with financial damages can be 
brought forward if redistribution has been done by user.

5. Intellectual Property Rights

The copyrights to the library source code and installation files, technical guides and 
other documentation on the Extension or extension’s code provided by Rain Creatives
belong to Rain Creatives.

6. Risk of Limitations on Extension or extension’s code and Disclaimer

6.1 Limitations when Using Third-Party Program

If there is a third-party program such as open source based libraries, etc. among the 
programs provided by Rain Creatives in accordance with these Terms, the User will be
bound by the terms and conditions of the third-party program, and the user will be 
deemed to have agreed to such terms and conditions.



7. User's Responsibility

7.1 Obligations on Extension or extension’s code

The User has the right to copy onto his or her computer and to use an appropriate 
quantity of the Extension or extension’s code to the extent such activity complies with 
the purpose of creating this extension. This right is granted during the term of these 
Terms on a limited, non-exclusive, and personal basis, and does not include the right 
sublicense to others.

8. Disclaimer

a. Rain Creatives does not bear liability in case Rain Creatives is unable to provide 
Extension or extension’s code due to natural disasters or other similar force majeure 
event.

b. Rain Creatives does not guarantee that the Magento(Adobe Commerce) 
installations provided by the User using the Extension or extension’s code are lawful, 
reliable or free from defect, and Rain Creatives does not assume any liabilities for any 
damages incurred by the customer that use Extension or extension’s code.

c. Rain Creatives does not assume any liability in the event the Extension or 
extension’s code does not work as intended due to the User's production 
environments (ex : server specifications, other extensions, any change or 
customisations in codde etc.), or for any errors that may occur in the Magento(Adobe 
Commerce) installations using the  Extension or extension’s code.

Appendix

(Effective Date) These Terms are effective as of January 1, 2022.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Library Program and Source Code : Distribution and transmission prohibited, 
distribution after modification prohibited, Rain Creatives owns the copyright

Personal use of the template or library : Free

Business Use of template or library : Free for own use.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* The licensing policy above may change in accordance with Rain Creatives's internal 
policies


